immediate and, in the authors' knowledge, not readily available in the literature.
In this brief note we fill this gap at the light of Gauss principle of least constraint. The differences between the various formulations are shown to stem from different choices of the quasi coordinates in the velocity space. In particular, Kirchhoff and Newton-Euler approaches are seen to reflect the Lie group structure of the configuration manifold associated with the free rigid body, namely to involve quasi-coordinates respectively associated with left-invariant and right-invariant 1-forms.
Besides pointing out the centrality of Gauss principle, the present contribution is aimed at illustrating how the invariance properties of the configuration manifolds help selecting families of independent variables especially suited to the formulation of the equations of motion. As such, it may provide a useful tool for possible applications in different engineering disciplines.
The euclidean group
In this section, a few general aspects of rigid body kinematics are briefly reviewed.
Given a rigid body B, let F ′ = O, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be a body-fixed cartesian (positive) reference frame, with coordinates x i (P ) = (P − O) · e i = cost. ∀ P ∈ B.
Denoting by F = Ω, k 1 , k 2 , k 3 a cartesian (positive) reference frame in the observer's space, with coordinatesx i (P ) = (P − Ω) · k i , every configuration of B relative to F is described by the affine transformation
with
The totality of transformations (1) form a Lie group [6, 7] , henceforth denoted by SE(3) and called the euclidean group.
Introducing the column vectors
pointing out the isomorphism between SE(3) and the subgroup of GL (4) given by the semi-direct product of SO(3) with R 3 . In the given geometrical environment, every evolution of B is described by a curve γ : R → SE(3), namely
Denoting byû i = v O ·k i and u i = v O ·e i the components -respectively in the bases k i and e i -of
we have the identificationŝ
The angular velocity ω of B relative to the frame F is similarly expressed in components in either form
tṘ R pq ε pqr e r := ω r e r (5b) tṘ and ε pqr indicating the transpose of the matrixṘ and the permutation symbol.
Group-invariant velocities
As pointed out, the euclidean group SE(3) is the configuration space of the free rigid body. The tangent bundle TSE(3) is therefore identical to the associated velocity space. Every local coordinate system q α (α = 1, . . . , 6) in SE(3) induces jet coordinates q α ,q α in TSE(3). The latter are the ones commonly adopted in Lagrangian Mechanics.
Other choices are of course available: for example, any 1-form σ = σ α dq α on SE(3) determines a corresponding function σ αq α that, under suitable circumstances, can be adopted as fiber coordinate in TSE (3) .
In this respect, the left and right invariant 1-forms are naturally highlighted as distinguished geometrical objects, intimately related to the symmetries of the underlying environment.
Any function on TSE(3) associated with a (left or right) invariant 1-form σ ∈ D 1 (SE(3)) will be called a group-invariant velocity.
A left-invariant basis for the module D 1 (SE(3)) is given by
whence, by straightforward calculations
The generalized velocities associated with the 1-forms (6) are
i.e. they coincide with the components, in the bodyfixed basis, of the vectors v O and ω involved in the representation
A similar analysis shows that the 1-formŝ
form a right-invariant basis for the module D 1 (SE (3)).
Denoting by r g (h) := h · g the right transport and arguing as above, we have in fact the relations
The generalized velocities associated with the 1-forms (9) arê
i.e. they coincide with the components, in the observer's frame, of the vectors ξ and ω involved in the less usual representation 
attains a minimum.
For holonomic systems, Gauss' Principle is equivalent to d'Alembert's principle of virtual work [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The advantages of Gauss' formulation are its applicability to a wider class of constraints, including the kinetic ones [11] , and its adaptedness to the language of quasi-coordinates.
The implementation of the algorithm is straightforward: in terms of generic (fibred) coordinates t, q α , z α on the velocity space, we have the relationṡ
essentially equivalent to a definition of the generalized velocities, as well as the representations
1 According to eq. (10a), the vector ξ represents the velocity of the point of the body B instantly located at the space origin of the observer's frame. As such, it may look a rather factitious object. A better understanding of the symmetry hidden in the representation (11) is gained interpreting the vectors −ξ, −ω respectively as the linear and angular velocity of the frame F relative to F ′ , and the vector −v P as the velocity, relative to F ′ , of a point P at rest in F. In this way, eq. (11) is on the same footing as eq. (8), namely it describes, up to a sign, the rigid motion of F relative to F ′ . Interchanging left and right invariance is therefore equivalent to interchanging the roles of the frames F and F ′ , i.e. to replacing each transformation by the corresponding inverse.
At each kinetic state, the expression of the admissible accelerations takes therefore the form
involving n additional variablesż α , interpretable as coordinates along the fibres an affine bundle over the velocity space, known as the second tangent bundle [13] .
It is then clear that imposing Gauss principle means, for each choice of t, q 
Eqs. (14) may be viewed as a set of equations for the determination of the unknownsż α in terms of the kinetic variables t, q α , z α 2 . We let the reader verify that the positive-definiteness of the matrix
∂z β ensures both the solvability of the equations and the fact that they do indeed determine a minimum of the function C .
Summing up, we conclude that, eqs. (14), completed with the kinematical relations (13) , determine the evolution of the system from given initial data through a well-posed Cauchy problem.
The covariance of the algorithm ensures that different choices of the generalized velocities lead to different but equivalent representations of the system (13), (14), without affecting the essence of the problem of motion, namely the determination of the curve q α = q α (t) in configuration space.
As implicit in the notation, all previous results apply to discrete systems. In the continuous scheme, more suited to rigid body mechanics, the conclusions are essentially the same, with the concentrated attributes m i , F i replaced by corresponding measures dm, dF over the abstract space B formed by the totality of points 
of the body, and with eqs. (14) replaced by the integral relations
Coming to the problem in study, let us now verify that, depending on the choice of the generalized velocities, eqs. (15) yield back the Lagrange, Kirchhoff and Newton-Euler equations of motion.
• Jet coordinates: with the ansatz z α =q α , eqs. (15) entail the Lagrange equations
the right-hand sides expressing the so-called generalized forces. The argument is well known, and does not require any comment.
• Left-invariant velocities: as shown by eq. (7), they correspond to the choice
and ω i = ω · e i expressing the components of the linear and angular velocity of B in the bodyfixed frame. On account of eq. (8), this entails the identities
From eqs. (16), respectively denoting by Q, Γ 0 , R and M O the total linear momentum, the angular momentum (with respect to O), the resultant of the external forces and the external torque relative to O, we have the identifications
Inserting eqs. (16), (17) into (15) and recalling the Poisson formulae, we end up with the equations
identical to the Kirchhoff equations.
• Right-invariant velocities: according to eq. (10), they correspond to the ansatz 
From these, preserving the notation Q, R for the total momentum and total external force, and denoting by Γ Ω , M Ω respectively the angular momentum and the torque with respect to the fixed origin Ω, we get the relations
As above, inserting eqs. (18) identical to the Newton-Euler equations.
• "Hybrid" formulation: for completeness, we point out a further representation of the equations of motion, based on the choice z i =ḃ i , z 3+i = ω i , i = 1, 2, 3, i.e. involving the components of the velocity v O in the observer's frame and the components of the angular velocity ω in the body-fixed frame.
Referring to eq. (8) 
These reproduce once again the content of the NewtonEuler equations, with the angular momentum and the torque now referred to the body-fixed point O.
